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About This Content
Roam the oceans and sail into famous ports worldwide with the Fishing Trawler vessel "Sigita" and take on no less than six
specially created bonus missions for this vessel, adding to the simulation fun.

Includes 6 New scenarios:
Business as (un)Usual: Take the Sigita to respond to a distress call from a nearby yacht in trouble.
Changing Fishing Grounds: Gather your crew and sail the Sigita to new fishing areas.
A Hot Day: The Sigita runs into trouble during one of her fishing trips. Make sure you evacuate and then take control of
the coast guard as you try to find crew in distress and put out the fire on board the fishing trawler.
First Fishing: During one of its voyages, the Sigita trawler is called upon to use all its horsepower and navigational
skills to tow a colleague back to a nearby oil rig.
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Meet and Greet: Sail and manage several vessels at the same time as you try to berth them in a busy harbour.
Unexpected Operation: Deliver spare parts for the Sigita's damaged sister ship and help the repairs in the midst of a
very heavy storm.
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It has the most basic of town building mechanics. It is very reminicant of the facebook games that take time to build the
resource or building, for example if you want to harvest lumber, you would click on the lumber mill to harvest lumber, and it
eould start a countdown timer until the lumer is ready, this seems like an odd choice for a game that costs money, and does not
have micro transactions. Also the buildings placement and type are pre-defined, and the only choice you have is what order to
upgrade them in.
The match 3 game part of it is kinda neat. Matching 3 in a row sends over bolt of magic a t advancing mobs, but it is more of a
frantic rush of tring to find a match. it is more about finding any match then choosing matches to make a chain reaction.
The devs have made some updates to this since launch so thank you devs, but it is still not an interesting enough game for me to
recomend. She said ''I love you...''
And I said ''u ugly''
Her Father killed me. The END.

10/10. Actually not a bad game has bird's eye or 3d camera (chase cam) view.
Build tracks & add to voting system to go in track of the day events.
Graphics arent the best but its still fun and very active. Gotta say... I really liked this except for a few things i'll point out at the
end.
The game atmosphere is really dark and scary - But the game shines on the game design itself: It is hard, but really fun. I like
point and click adventures a lot, and The Rabbit Hole mixes that with an intense escape the room experience while making it
hard with awesome puzzles.
The biggest downside is that the vive controllers are not really good... However since this is an Early Access game, and the
developers themselves are promising roomscale and better motion controls. I recommend it with that in mind.. A new puzzler in
the ReThink series: This means the visuals are deceptively simple in design, but very elegant and just beautiful. You need to use
cubes, with various functions - linear redirect, fork, 3 fork, switch between forks etc. - to redirect coloured laser light to specific
"detectors" to open glass doors to access the next puzzle. As with the previous games, you are able to e.g. split white light into its
R,G,B components, and several puzzles make clever use of combining light colours, redirect that to a certain place, to then split
it again.
The new features include: Sheets of reflective coloured glass that let light of the same colour pass, and reflect all other colours,
this also lets you reflect light via panels on the ceiling (in a few puzzles). The other neat new cube is programmable, i.e. it can
split the incoming light into up to 3 directions, and per direction you can control what colour (R,G,B) components you want to
pass along. The latter introduces very interesting options. Oh, and portable bi-pyramidal laser energy sources, letting you e.g.
change the colour of where a laser originates.
Differing from the previous titles the puzzles seem to be placed in completely separate buildings in groups of four, and you
move from one building to the next via teleportation. (You used to play a linear winding path from room to room where you
could look into future puzzle rooms or look back on already solved ones.)
Overall, if you played the previous ReThink games you should be right at home with this game. IMO is actually was easier than
the previous games (I am not complaining). If you happen to like elegant puzzle games with interesting game logic, this may be
for you.. *Part of 3DMark. Decided to give EXIT a try after watching a few videos and previews of the game. I enjoyed playing
through the various levels this game offers. At first glance, it's a tiny bit pricey at $8.99, but given the amount of content and the
future updates that will include many more levels to play through, you'll be getting more than enough value for the price.
Music is solid. Controls are responsive, with only one ball being allowed to move at a time. You can use the keyboard or mouse
to move the balls around.
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Gameplay is simple to pick up on with easy levels at first to show you the basics. Simple objective to get all the balls into their
matching color slots. All levels are pure logic, with no guessing needed. It's more learning the mechanics and obstacles in later
levels and seeing how they play into solutions.
You can play in Casual, Normal, or Pro. Only difference is the tighter time limits as you go up on difficulty. So in Pro, you'll
want to have solid routes planned already. Achievements are not that hard to get after a little practice. Once you beat a group of
levels, you can practice the individual levels to learn new strategies, which can help in getting achievements and getting through
Pro if you want to go that way.
Overall, a very solid puzzle game. Good amount of replay value if you're trying to improve chapter stats. With the future
updates, this will get more value.. It's amazing...a lot of stuff to do and a lot of fun too :)
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Good game and easy so you can get all achievements.
And you can get trading cards too.. Easy to play, hard to master
Definately already one of my favourite rythem games so far! I wish there are more like this.
The only let down is the bad voice acting, but it does contrast to how weird the story is anyway, it's comic, it's fun to play, and
you'll be replaying the songs over and over just to get the perfect score. controls where akward and levels felt very similar and
boring. Quite sad.... Only problem is their terrain mode only. I do however love this DLC, it adds some nice flavour.. VERY
VERY GOOD for local COOP, mom and dad loves this one.. Do you like breakout-style games? If so, BUY THIS - there's
nothing else need be said.
Looks great, soundtrack is awesome - really nothing to complain about at all. This visual novel appears to be an adaption of a
1980's-era Choose-Your-Own-Adventure book. Which, when you think about it, isn't the worst idea, considering how the
typical visual novel is similar in form to a CYOA. And in that vein, it is a cool read.
You are Tyrna, daughter of a general, and a trained fighter. You are heading to the Warrior Games where you will prove
yourself to be ready to become an official fighter. However, orcs attack the caravan, killing your father, and kidnapping most of
the caravaners. And this is where the story begins.
Since the game/novel has a method to go back to any place just after a choice, with marks to tell you if you had taken each
choice, it is quite easy for you to complete each ending and get all the CGs, thus getting the achievements is quite simple. About
the only thing holding it back is that the writing is... 1980's-style. That means you will be reading in a way that would be normal
thirty-years ago... but not so much today.
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